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Plaza Court was constructed in 1926-192? at a cost of 
S150,000. Architect v/as Hawk & Parr, one of the City's best 
firms. It w-.s designed to make the best possible use of a 
wedge-shaped site formed by Classen Drive as it slices WNW 
from the intersection of 10th Street and Walker (cf. map).

Basically, the Court v/as (and remains) a tv/o-story brick 
building with b-sement, facing SSW, with a triangular projection 
at the back. The Court fronts on Classen - behind its 
paralleling off-street parking area - runs some 300 feet ESE 
to to WNW. The ends are 60 feet deep, but with the projection 
to the NE it is some 160 feet deep as its mid-point. This 
central section features a mezzanine designed especially for 
the Crescent Market (cf. No. 8), its first tenant. (The 
projecting "bulge" at the back also accommodated food lockers 
and other storage needs, of the m-.rket.) A ramped parking 
facility now completely fills in this back-side area bounded 
by Walker and llth Street, the 50-year-old building's only 
significant alteration.

Plaza Court was . first cl-.ss structure - attractive to 
the eye and, even more importantly - substantially built. 
Constructed of reinforced concrete, it was fireproof and so 
well designed from an engineering st-ndpoint that addition 
of the ramped three-level parking facility demanded few 
structural changes. Cars are now parked on the roof of the 
original building. The decking was covered for protection, 
but the building itself did not need strengthening.

Aside from this completely new northeast elevation, 
profiles of the south, west ~.nd southwest elevations, though 
showing obvious modernizations, do not appear to be significantly 
(or irrevok-bly) changed. The origin -1 clay tiles on the roof 
have now been painted gold. The flame-top finials and roof 
peaks of round knobs are believed to be original, although 
they are also co-ted nov.r with gold paint. Entrys on the 
southwest retain curved canopies and the decorative, classical 
motif constructed into the masonry walls ~-bove the arched roof. 
The urn, in bas relief, has also been painted goldl

The ground floor masonry walls are of brick. Otherwise 
the walls have been covered \vith stucco or metal. Much of 
the ground floor brick has been removed - except ,here needed 
for columns and supports - to provide maximum glass area. 
Limestone sills and window lintels are now covered. And 
where clerestories once abounded -bove the canopies to provide 
interior lighting to shops and stores, there is now a
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super-abundance of boxes to house heating and cooling equipment, 
Needless to say, these too are painted gold. Despite these 
additions and adaptations, however, a vague Mediterranean feel 
still persists. The modernizations seem to be more obvious 
than substantive.

Inside, the second floor has been changed hardly at all. 
The one new interior feature is a long first-floor hallway 
to better serve Plaza Court tenants. Most of the building's 
50,000 feet of floor space has been carpeted. A disco has 
been added in the basement.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Plaza Court, when opened for business in 192?, was the first' 
shopping center (other than downtown) in Oklahoma City and one c 
the first anywhere. Its development was a far-sighted response "" 
to changing urban conditions, in Oklahoma City and elsewhere, as 
the family automobile began to lessen the dependence of shoppers 
on the streetcar. Plaza Court was largely the idea of John Thomas, 
owner of a quality market and grocery located directly across the 
street from the downtown streetcar terminal. The new location 
selected was ...bout a mile from downtown on the edge of what was 
then the city's finest residential section and adjacent to several 
almost-as-fine -<reas then being developed. It was served by several 
streets that were and still are major traffic arteries.

If the move from downtown and relocation near affluent 
homeowners were decisions carefully arrive at, so were those 
determining the design of the new shopping center ... and its 
name. Spanish architectural features, popular in the 1920s 
from California through South Texas to Florida, were then beginning 
to penetrate Oklahoma, both in quality residences and commercial 
buildings, particularly "movie places." The wedge-shaded building 
was thus given tiles and other minor motifs. As for "plaza" 
Spanish for market place - it suggested the shopping center concept. 
As did "court," for dependence on autos rather than streetcars 
was creating the need for parking space. -Vnd convenient off-street 
parking, fronting Plaz- Court, was one of its most progressive 
features. Soon shaded by elm trees, it contributed significantly 
to the success of the shopping center concept.

The soundness of the shopping center concept is underscored 
by the number of major Oklahoma City businesses that moved to the 
Plaza Court building or actually had their beginning in it. John 
Thomas 1 Crescent Market was perhaps the city's finest in the 
1920s, both downtown und at Plaza Court. Today, relocated 
another five miles to the northwest, again to the convenient edge 
of one of the city's best residential areas, it continues to hold 
that position. Joining the market at plaza Court was the city's 
pioneering Radio Station WKY, one of the first commercial stations
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Plaza Court

west of the Mississippi. The old Veazey drug chain opened 
one of its first stores in the new building's southeast 
corner. (The space is still occupied by ,~ drug store.) 
The florist who moved into Plaza Court in 192? remained 
there for about 40 years, a furrier was mother longtime 
tenant, and deserving- footnote status: Dr. John A. Roddy

to insulin to * diabetic patient
1"

Significant, too, it would seem, is that both its 
design and its construction (cf. No, 7) allowed Plaza Court 
to adjust to changing conditions with a minimum of effort 
o,nd expense. After World War II and into the 1950s, as 
Oklahom- City's growth continued, businesses *aoved farther 
north and PL-za Court begun to slump. Parking become a 
problem. This was finally solved, at least in x>art, by 
utilizing roof-top space, made possible by the extremely 
sturdy original construction. Today the surrounding area 
nvm!^S? up-gr.ded significantly and Pl*za Court, under new 
ownership and having undergone a major interior 
seems once again to be prospering.


